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Abstract. The relation between the Agulhas Current
retroflection location and the magnitude of Agulhas leakage,
the transport of water from the Indian to the Atlantic Ocean,
is investigated in a high-resolution numerical ocean model.
Sudden eastward retreats of the Agulhas Current retroflection
loop are linearly related to the shedding of Agulhas rings,
where larger retreats generate larger rings. Using numerical
Lagrangian floats a 37 year time series of the magnitude of
Agulhas leakage in the model is constructed. The time series
exhibits large amounts of variability, both on weekly and annual time scales. A linear relation is found between the magnitude of Agulhas leakage and the location of the Agulhas
Current retroflection, both binned to three month averages.
In the relation, a more westward location of the Agulhas Current retroflection corresponds to an increased transport from
the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean. When this relation
is used in a linear regression and applied to almost 20 years
of altimetry data, it yields a best estimate of the mean magnitude of Agulhas leakage of 13.2 Sv. The early retroflection
of 2000, when Agulhas leakage was probably halved, can be
identified using the regression.

1

Introduction

The Agulhas region, the region southeast and south of Africa
where the Indian Ocean and Atlantic Ocean meet, plays a
Correspondence to: E. van Sebille
(e.vanSebille@uu.nl)

key role in the warm upper-branch return flow of the Atlantic
meridional overturning circulation (Gordon, 1986; Weijer
et al., 1999; Peeters et al., 2004; Biastoch et al., 2008a). The
southward flowing Agulhas Current is the western boundary
current of the Indian Ocean subtropical gyre. After separating from the continental slope near the southern tip of Africa,
it flows southwestward until approximately 19◦ E, at which
point it turns back into the Indian Ocean as the Agulhas Return Current (Lutjeharms and Van Ballegooyen, 1988). In
this so-called retroflection loop, 4–6 Agulhas rings are shed
per year. These anticyclones have diameters up to 300 km
and form the main transport agent of thermocline water from
the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean (e.g. De Ruijter et al.,
1999; Lutjeharms, 2006).
The total volume flux of the Agulhas Current at 32◦ S is on
the order of 70 Sv (Bryden et al., 2005). The bulk of this flux
is recirculated in the subtropical gyre of the Indian Ocean,
and only an estimated 5–15 Sv gets into the Atlantic Ocean
as Agulhas leakage (Gordon et al., 1992; De Ruijter et al.,
1999; Reason et al., 2003). Agulhas leakage is defined here
as the water that is transported in the Agulhas Current and
flows from the Indian Ocean into the Atlantic Ocean.
Estimating the magnitude of Agulhas leakage has proven
to be difficult both in models and reality. This is in part because of the vigorous mixing in the Cape Basin, the area
southwest of the African continent. Because coherent structures entering this basin are often quickly destructed, Boebel
et al. (2003a) dubbed the region the “Cape Cauldron”. One
way to estimate the magnitude of Agulhas leakage is to integrate the velocity as a function of depth and distance from
the African coast. The problem with this Eulerian method,
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however, is that the Cape Basin is not only drained from
the Indian Ocean, but also from the Atlantic Ocean and the
Southern Ocean. When estimating the magnitude of Agulhas leakage, these three sources of Cape Basin water have
to be disentangled. Due to the turbulent nature of the flow
in the Cape Basin and the resulting mixing, identifying separate water masses might be complicated, which is a main
drawback of Eulerian velocity-based transport estimates.
An example of an Eulerian approach to estimating of the
magnitude of Agulhas leakage is the Benguela Sources and
Transports (BEST) experiment (e.g. Garzoli and Gordon,
1996), where Inverted Echo Sounder data is assimilated in
a two-layer geostrophic model. The resulting transport time
series has been combined with altimetry data by Goni et al.
(1997) and Garzoli and Goni (2000) to yield a method to
derive geostrophic baroclinic transports from altimetry data
alone. The mean transport of 4 Sv obtained in this way is
low compared to other estimates. Moreover, the authors admit that they have problems distinguishing Agulhas leakage
from other sources of transport.
Dijkstra and De Ruijter (2001) have proposed an Eulerian retroflection index for the magnitude of Agulhas leakage, applied also by Hermes et al. (2007). Their index is
based on the ratio between Agulhas Current inflow and Agulhas Return Current outflow as determined by volumetric
fluxes of three-dimensional velocity fields from a numerical
ocean model. Although powerful in models, this index can
not be used in the real ocean where three-dimensional velocity field data sets are not available. Moreover, it is generally not easy to separate the Agulhas Return Current flow,
which had its origin in the Agulhas Current, from other eastward flowing water masses such as the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. This makes the retroflection index sensitive to
latitudinal shifts in the Southern Ocean frontal system near
the Agulhas Return Current.
Because of the problems of mixed water masses, the Lagrangian volume transport might be a more appropriate measure of the magnitude of Agulhas leakage in a numerical
model. Employing the trajectories of Lagrangian floats is
an unambiguous and exact way to assess how much of the
interocean flux originated in the Indian Ocean (Speich et al.,
2006; Biastoch et al., 2008b). The drawback of using Lagrangian fluxes, however, is that these too are unavailable in
the real ocean.
Currently, only altimeter products provide sustained observations of the ocean state in the Agulhas region. Sea surface height time series are available on high-resolution time
scales and for almost 20 years. In this study, therefore, we
relate the float-determined Agulhas leakage transport to information from modeled sea surface height, with the purpose
to find the expression of Agulhas leakage at the sea surface.
The location of the Agulhas Current western front is used as
a proxy for ring shedding events and the amount of Agulhas
leakage (Ou and De Ruijter, 1986; Lutjeharms and Van Ballegooyen, 1988; Feron et al., 1992).
Ocean Sci., 5, 511–521, 2009
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In this study, results from a 1/10◦ numerical ocean model
(Biastoch et al., 2008a,b) are used to retrieve a linear relation between the magnitude of Agulhas leakage and the most
western longitude of the Agulhas Current retroflection loop.
The method of finding the westward extent of the Agulhas
Current retroflection and the numerical ocean model are introduced in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we find a linear relation between the speed of the eastward retreat in the Agulhas Current retroflection and the surface area of shedded Agulhas
rings. The procedure for determining the magnitude of Agulhas leakage, using numerical Lagrangian floats, is described
in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, the westward extent of the Agulhas
Current retroflection is related to the magnitude of Agulhas
leakage to yield a linear estimate of leakage. In Sect. 6, then,
the linear estimate is applied to altimetry data. This yields a
first order estimate of the magnitude of Agulhas leakage and
can be used to quantify early retroflections from altimetry.
The articles ends with conclusions and discussion in Sect. 7.
2

Tracking the Agulhas Current

Isolines of (model) sea surface height have been used before
to track the location of the Agulhas Current (e.g Lutjeharms
and Van Ballegooyen, 1988; Boebel et al., 2003b). In this
study, the position of the Agulhas Current path is tracked
by the following algorithm. From the sea surface height
h(φ,θ ), geostrophic velocities v g (φ,θ ) are calculated. Using geostrophic velocity from sea surface height instead of
model velocity fields has the advantage that the algorithm
can also be applied to data sets where absolute velocity is
unavailable, such as altimetry.
At 32◦ S, the grid cell ps with highest southwestward
geostrophic velocity is selected (Fig. 1).
A counterclockwise contour CA (φ,θ ) is drawn along all grid cells
with height equal to h(ps ). CA extends to pe , the grid cell
where the geostrophic velocity falls below a threshold value
of 0.4|v g (ps )|. This value is chosen so that pe is typically located east of 50◦ E. CA resembles a proper retroflection when
three additional conditions are satisfied: pe should be east of
ps , CA should extent south of 37◦ S, and CA should not close
onto itself.
From the Agulhas Current contour CA (φ,θ ) a proxy is
formed. The variability of the Agulhas Current retroflection
is best observed in its longitudinal location (Lutjeharms and
Van Ballegooyen, 1988), so the westward extent of the Agulhas Current might serve as an appropriate proxy. In Fig. 1
this longitude is denoted as φw , which is defined as

φw = min CA (φ,θ )
(1)
φ

The algorithm is applied to the 1/10◦ AG01 model (Fig. 2)
(Biastoch et al., 2008a,b). The model grid covers the greater
Agulhas region (20◦ W–70◦ E; 47◦ S–7◦ S), nested into the
ORCA model. The latter is a global ocean–sea-ice model
on 1/2◦ grid. Both models are based on the NEMO code
www.ocean-sci.net/5/511/2009/
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(Madec, 2006, version 2.3). The nesting approach is twoway (Debreu et al., 2008), allowing the high-resolution
AG01 nest to receive its open boundary values from the
ORCA base model and to update the base model with data
from the nest, thereby embedding the Agulhas system into
the large-scale circulation. Both models have 46 vertical layers, with layer thicknesses ranging from 6 m at the surface
to 250 m at depth, and employ partial cells at the ocean floor
for a better representation of bathymetry. The two models
are forced with the CORE data set of daily wind and surface
forcing fields (Large and Yeager, 2004) for the period 1958–
2004. The model output is available as the average of five day
intervals. It was demonstrated that the mesoscale dynamics
reflected in the decadal variability of the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation (Biastoch et al., 2008a).
Biastoch et al. (2008b) have demonstrated that the highresolution nest captures the transport and currents of all components of the greater Agulhas system with substantial success, including perturbations in the Mozambique Channel
and east of Madagascar. The data set comprises model output over the period 1968–2004 and the algorithm for tracking
CA succeeds in 99% of the snapshots.
The 1% of the snapshots where no proper contour can be
detected seem to be related to events when extremely intense
Natal pulses (Lutjeharms and Roberts, 1988) pass at 32◦ S.
At some of these occasions the Agulhas Current temporarily
meanders offshore so much that it can not be tracked anymore (although on most snapshots with a Natal pulse at 32◦ S
the algorithm does not fail in finding a proper contour). Note
that this does not necessarily mean that there is a bias in the
φw data set, as it takes the Natal pulses a few months to
www.ocean-sci.net/5/511/2009/
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reach the Agulhas Current retroflection and possibly affect
the westward extent (Van Leeuwen et al., 2000). This lag
will assure that the moment of Natal pulse crossing at 32◦ S
is uncorrelated to φw .
3

Relating the retroflection front retreat to ring size

In the sea surface height field, Agulhas rings are the most
notable transport agent of Agulhas leakage (see also Van Sebille et al., 2009c). Although it is difficult to track the paths
of these rings in noisy sea surface height data, ring shedding events themselves can more easily be detected. Several
descriptions of the ring shedding mechanism have been proposed. In one of these (Ou and De Ruijter, 1986; Lutjeharms
and Van Ballegooyen, 1988; Feron et al., 1992), the essential
component is that the western front of the Agulhas Current
slowly moves westward most of the time. At some moment,
the loop formed by the Agulhas Current and Return Current
occludes, an Agulhas ring pinches off, and the western front
experiences an instantaneous eastward retreat.
The model time series shows evidence for the retroflection loop occlusion (Fig. 3). The histogram of the change in
westward extent, 1φw /1t is skewed, with a large peak at
slower westward speeds and a smaller peak at higher eastward speeds (not shown). This is an indication for saw-tooth
behavior, where the current retreat is quick as a ring sheds
off, and the current progradation is slow as the Agulhas Current retroflection moves west.
Using 1φw /1t, ring shedding events can be detected.
Whenever the Agulhas Current experiences a large retreat
on the five day interval (1φw /1t > 0.4 degree day−1 ) this
is considered a loop occlusion event and an associated ring is
Ocean Sci., 5, 511–521, 2009
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sought in the dynamic height h(φ,θ). An associated ring
is defined as a closed contour of height equal to that of
CA (φ,θ), located in a 1◦ ×5◦ area west of φw (Fig. 1). Since
it is close to φw , which has just experienced a sudden retreat,
and has the same height as CA (φ,θ), we assume that the ring
has just shed from the Agulhas Current. If a ring is found,
the area inside the contour is taken as a measure of the ring
size. If multiple closed contours are found, the one closest to
φw is taken to be the associated ring. Since the Cape Basin
is full of eddies, this happens regularly. In total, there are
37 occasions (11%) when one ring is found, 293 occasions
(88%) when two or more rings are found, and 4 occasions
(2%) when no rings are found.
There appears to be a relation in the model data between
the magnitude of front retreat and ring size (Fig. 4). A
larger retreat of the Agulhas Current retroflection results in
a larger ring being shed. Note however, that this does not
have to mean that the amount of Agulhas leakage is larger.
Rings which have been shed are sometimes recaptured by the
slowly westward protruding Agulhas Current. Therefore, the
magnitude of Agulhas leakage can better be derived somewhat farther away from the retroflection, in the Cape Basin.
4

Measuring the Lagrangian Agulhas leakage transport

To quantify the possible relation between φw and the magnitude of Agulhas leakage, an assessment of the Agulhas leakage transport is made by tracking numerical floats. The float
trajectories in the AG01 model are computed using the AROcean Sci., 5, 511–521, 2009
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IANE package (Blanke and Raynaud, 1997), similar to the
attempt by Biastoch et al. (2008b) to estimate the long-term
statistics of the modeled interocean exchange. The isopycnal floats are released every five days throughout the water
column at 32◦ S, depending on the instantaneous local volume flux (see Fig. 5). The initial transport per float is capped
at 0.1 Sv, but a large portion of the floats represent a lower
transport to allow for sampling in grid cells where transport
is lower than 0.1 Sv. The floats are integrated for five years,
so that most floats reach the domain boundaries. The total
number of floats released in the model is 5.6 · 106 , launched
over a period of 37 years (1968–2004). After the five year
integration period, only 3% of the numerical floats have not
exited the domain. The mean model Agulhas Current transport at 32◦ S is 64 Sv.
Using the float data, a time series of the Agulhas leakage
transport is constructed for the model. Only floats of which
the final position is west of the GoodHope line (see Fig. 2)
are taken into account. The GoodHope line (Swart et al.,
2008) is a combined XBT and PIES line currently used to
estimate Eulerian fluxes. Choosing this line facilitates future
comparison between the Lagrangian fluxes presented here
and in situ Eulerian estimations. Van Sebille et al. (2009b)
have shown that the model used here might possess skill, in
the sense that the statistical properties of the numerical float
trajectories can not be considered very different from the statistical properties of the trajectories of real drifting buoys in
the Agulhas area.
The transport of each float crossing the GoodHope line is
added to the Agulhas leakage flux FAL (t), where t is the last
time the float crosses the line. In this way, floats that cross
www.ocean-sci.net/5/511/2009/
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stress curl would imply an enhanced leakage. In the model,
indeed, there is a negative trend in the amount of floats being
the line several times are only added to the Agulhas leakage
seeded but a positive trend in the amount of floats that end up
flux time series once, at the moment of their last crossing if
in the Atlantic Ocean.
that is into the Atlantic Ocean. The flux from floats that cross
The mean leakage over a five day period can peak at more
the GoodHope line and end in the Indian Ocean is negligible.
than 50 Sv. This is the case when an Agulhas ring passes
24 of Agulhas leakage in litThe estimates of the magnitude
through the section, and a large bulk of Agulhas Current waerature have a large range, from 4 Sv (Schmitz Jr, 1995; Garter is advected over the GoodHope line. The leakage never
zoli and Gordon, 1996) to 22 Sv (Donners and Drijfhout,
goes to zero, so there is always some small background leak2004). However, most studies report an estimate of 11–
age on the five day resolution used here.
17 Sv. These estimates are based on different methods, such
There is almost no Agulhas leakage below 2000 m, alas water mass analysis (Gordon et al., 1992), altimetry (Garthough there are floats which are released deeper in the Agzoli and Goni, 2000), Eulerian model fluxes (Reason et al.,
ulhas Current (Fig. 5). Apparently, only the upper part of
2003), numerical Lagrangian floats (Doglioli et al., 2006; Bithe Agulhas Current leaks into the Atlantic Ocean and the
astoch et al., 2008b), or drifting buoy trajectories (Richardlower part is returned into the Indian Ocean in this model.
son, 2007). However, none of these studies provide an esThe relative shallowness of Agulhas leakage was also found
timate of the (interannual) variability of Agulhas leakage as
by Donners et al. (2004), who reported that Agulhas leakthe time series obtained in these measurement campaigns or
age was limited to the upper 1200 m in their model. Furmodel runs is generally too short to yield higher order statisthermore, using observations, Van Aken et al. (2003) show
tics.
that an Agulhas ring has low relative vorticity below 1200 m,
The 37 year long time series in the AG01 model allows
which might imply that deeper than 1200 m there is almost
for an estimation of the variability of the modeled Agulno mass carried by the rings. In a model study, De Steur et al.
has leakage transport. The average leakage in the model
(2004) showed that the size of the seperatrix (the circumferis 16.7 Sv, with a variability of 9.2 Sv (Fig. 6). When a
ence of the region where water is advected with an Agulhas
one year moving average window is applied to smooth the
ring) decreases with depth due to the decrease in swirl velocAgulhas leakage transport time series, there is clear interity of the water. At some depth, therefore, the swirl velocannual variability, with Agulhas leakage transports ranging
ity is smaller than the translational velocity, and the Agulhas
between 10 and 25 Sv.
rings can not advect water anymore (Flierl, 1981).
www.ocean-sci.net/5/511/2009/
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short run
using
one-day
averaged
(gray
lines).(left panel)
and the transport over the GoodHope line as a function of time (right panel) are shown. Apart from a
experiment was done where numerical floats were advected
Only float trajectories starting in 1980 are used. The transport as a
decreased transport in the one-day averaged model fields at 750 km offshore, the transport variability is
using one day averaged model fields. The trajectories in this
function
offshore
quite similar,
both in of
space
and time.distance (left panel) and the transport over the
experiment are not more than one year long. The float crossGoodHope line as a function of time (right panel) are shown. Apart
ings at the GoodHope line in this experiment can be comfrom a decreased transport in the one-day averaged model fields at
26
750 km offshore, the transport variability
is quite similar, both in
pared to the float crossings in the experiment on five day
space
and
time.
resolution (Fig. 7). The agreement between the crossings is
high, both in spacing (R = 0.95) and timing (R = 0.97).
The only major discrepancy between the two experiments
is found in the crossing locations through the GoodHope line,
32S
where the relative void in float crossings at 750 km offshore
34S
is much deeper in the one day resolution experiment than it
36S
is in the five day resolution experiment. The bipartitioning
38S
seems to be related to the peak in transport over the Good40S
Hope line around day 275, as it disappears when the float
42S
data set is reduced to only crossings in the first 200 days of
1980 (not shown). But apart from this feature, reducing the
44S
float integration to five day resolution does not seem to affect
5E
10E
15E
20E
25E
30E
Longitude [degrees]
the float crossings at the GoodHope line.
The good agreement between the location of the floats and
0
5
10
15
20
dynamical structures can also be observed in snapshots of the
float distribution with the five-day mean sea surface height
Fig. 8. The number of floats per grid cell in the model run on 20
field overlayed (Fig. 8). On any given moment, there are in
Fig. 8. The number of floats per grid cell in the model run on 20 April 1996. In total, there are 2.3 · 106
6 floats in this subdomain of the
1996. In
there are 2.3·10
floats in April
this subdomain
of total,
the high-resolution
nested model.
The lines denote the instantaneous sea
the order of 106 floats in the domain, so there are almost no
surface height
(at a contour interval
25 cm), with
in blue
positive values in red.
high-resolution
nestedofmodel.
Thenegative
lines values
denote
the and
instantaneous
areas which are void of floats (except for areas of pure AtThis snapshot is typical for the model, where there is a high correlation between sea surface height
sea surface height (at a contour interval of 25 cm), with negative
information (Agulhas rings, eddies, fronts) and the density of Lagrangian floats.
lantic Ocean or Southern Ocean water, mainly in the Antarcvalues in blue and positive values in red. This snapshot is typical
tic Circumpolar Current). However, there is a clear tendency
for the model, where there is a high correlation between sea surface
for floats to cluster in Agulhas rings and Agulhas cyclones,
height information (Agulhas rings, eddies, fronts) and the density
especially close to the retroflection region. Further into the
of Lagrangian floats.
27
Atlantic Ocean, the distribution is more homogeneous. This
decay of Agulhas rings and the consequences for the fate
of Agulhas leakage is further discussed in Van Sebille et al.
5 Relating Agulhas leakage to sea surface height
(2009c).
Both the modeled westward extent φw and the modeled Agulhas leakage transport FAL are highly variable, which is due
to the intermittent nature of the shedding of Agulhas rings
(Fig. 3 and Fig. 6). The crosscorrelation between these two
Ocean Sci., 5, 511–521, 2009
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8w (t) = φw (t − 105 days)

TAL (t) = FAL (t)

(2)

where ... is the 95 day binning operator.
The correlation between the time series of 8w and TAL is
−0.48, which is significantly different from zero at the 90%
confidence level (Fig. 9). This correlation is not very high,
which is also evident from the large spread in data points,
but it supports our hypothesis that in the model a more westward location of the Agulhas Current retroflection leads to
an increase in the magnitude of Agulhas leakage.
From a dynamical perspective, the possible relation between westward extent and leakage could be explained by
two mechanisms. First of all, a westward zonal jet is more
unstable than an eastward one (Gill et al., 1974), so that, if
8w is more westward, the potential for instabilities to grow
and rings to pinch off is larger. Secondly, a more westward
retroflection causes the eddies to be spawned farther into the
Atlantic Ocean, where they have a lower chance of being reentrained into the Agulhas Current (Pichevin et al., 2009).
To quantify the relation between retroflection location and
leakage, a linear regression has been performed on the data
points. This leads to a linear estimate of the magnitude of
Agulhas leakage EAL , given the 95 day binned westward extent:
EAL = α 8w + β

(3)

where the fitting parameters α = −1.1 Sv/degree and β =
36.1 Sv are obtained from the best fit of the 95 day means
in Fig. 9.
Due to the relatively low correlation between 8w and TAL ,
the skill of the linear estimate is not very high. This can be
quantified by assigning a confidence band to the linear estimate. As a first approximation, a constant band is chosen
www.ocean-sci.net/5/511/2009/

40
35

Agulhas leakage TAL [Sv]

quantities is maximum at a lag of 105 days. Such a lag agrees
roughly with the time it takes the Agulhas rings to drift from
the location where they are shed to the GoodHope line, a
distance of approximately 500 km (from 17.5◦ E to 12◦ E).
Byrne et al. (1995) and Schouten et al. (2000) found an Agulhas ring translation speed in this region of 5 km/day, which
leads to a comparable translation time (100 days).
Since the amount of noise in the area is high the time series
are subsampled to three month bins. We choose a 95 day lowpass filter, as it yields the best signal-to-noise ratio: a high
crosscorrelation level between TAL and 8w on the one hand,
and a low crosscorrelation significance level on the other.
Given the chaotic nature of the fluid flow in the retroflection area and the continuous motion of the front, one would
expect a time scale related to the shedding frequency of the
rings (90 days for four rings per year), or longer if longer
time scales exist in the system. For larger averaging periods,
however, the time series is too short and thus the crosscorrelation significance level is too high. These considerations
lead to the following definition of the westward extent and
Agulhas leakage transport:
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The correlation between the two data sets is −0.48, which is significant at the 90% confidence level.

such that 90% of the data points lie within that band. This
90% confidence band results in an uncertainty of 15 Sv in
the estimate. An estimate of the magnitude of Agulhas leakage based on the current’s westward extent is therefore only
certain within a 15 Sv range and this might limit the usability
of the quantitative relation Eq. (3). However, the observation that there is a significant linear relation is more robust
(see also the discussion, Sect. 7). Further note that the one
standard deviation error estimate is much lower, at 5.4 Sv.
6

Application to altimetry data

The relation which has been found in the previous section can
be used to construct an estimate of the magnitude of Agulhas
leakage when only sea surface height data are available. The
algorithm for finding φw as described in Sect. 2 was designed
to be also applicable to altimetry data, since geostrophic velocities are used instead of model velocities. Applying the
linear estimate of Eq. (3) to altimetry data, where the true
magnitude of Agulhas leakage is unknown, might yield some
first estimate of the mean and variability of the magnitude of
Agulhas leakage in the real ocean.
The altimetry data used is from the AVISO project: more
than 15 years of weekly merged sea level anomalies in the
Agulhas region on a 1/4◦ resolution, combined with the Rio
and Hernandez (2004) mean dynamic topography. The algorithm for tracking the Agulhas Current detects a contour CA
in 94% of the snapshots. The mean westward extent in the
data set is 19.3◦ E.
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the 90% confidence band. The correlation coefficient of the data set
is 0.59. Although the spread in29data points is smaller than in the
AG01 model (Fig. 4, note the different scales of the axes), both the
linear relation and the width of the 90% confidence band are similar.

The variability in westward extent is much smaller in the
AVISO altimetry data set than in the AG01 model data set.
The magnitude of large ring retreats is generally smaller
(compare Fig. 10 with Fig. 4). Nevertheless, the relation
between front retreat and area of the shedded ring is similar, with the best linear fit having almost the same slope
(both 1.2 · 105 km2 day degree−1 ). Furthermore, the distribution of the amount of rings in the 1◦ ×5◦ area just west of φw
is also very comparable, at 14% of the snapshots with one
ring in the area (11% in the model), 86% with two or more
rings (88% in the model), and 0% with no rings (2% in the
model). This correspondence of both slope and amount of
rings between model and altimetry is a somewhat surprising
validation of the AG01 model.
The linear estimate of Eq. (3) yields an estimated time series EAL for the AVISO altimetry (Fig. 11). The mean magnitude of Agulhas leakage in the AVISO data set is 13.2 Sv,
with a variability of 1.5 Sv. The most prominent feature
in the time series is the drop in the magnitude of Agulhas
leakage in the beginning of 2001. This drop coincides with
the early retroflection of December 2000 (De Ruijter et al.,
2004). In this period, the Agulhas Current retroflected east of
the Agulhas Plateau for almost six months, and no Agulhas
rings were formed. Such early retroflections are important
large-scale events. One more has been reported, by Shannon et al. (1990) in 1986. The AG01 model also has early
retroflections, but these seem to be a bit too common (Biastoch et al., 2008b).
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The 15 Sv confidence band around the linear estimate of
the magnitude of Agulhas leakage in the AVISO data seems
to prohibit any more detailed analysis of the time series. But
this is only true for the analysis on the magnitude of Agulhas
leakage, which is computed using information from the data
points in Fig. 9. The variability in the magnitude of Agulhas
leakage, on the other hand, is directly related to the variability in westward extent 8w and may therefore be analyzed.
Although it is not significant, there seems to be evidence for
an annual cycle in the westward extent of the Agulhas Current retroflection in the AVISO data, with a more westward
Agulhas Current retroflection in austral winter.
The much lower variability in the AVISO data set than in
the AG01 data sets appears to be related to the relatively high
fraction of the time that the Agulhas Current retroflection is
west of 15◦ E in the model (Fig. 12). On the original temporal resolution of the model (five days) and the altimetry data
(seven days), the distributions of the eastward tails (the early
retroflections) of φw are similar. West of 23◦ E, however,
the model has a much wider spread in its distribution of φw
than the altimetry data. The spread is closely related to the
Agulhas leakage variability, through the linear relation. An
explanation for this wide band of φw may be in details of the
numerical representation such as viscosity parameterizations
and used values. The wider distribution is in agreement with
the more westward flowing Agulhas Current and the associated larger ring area in the model compared to the altimetry
data (compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 10).

7

Conclusions and discussion

The influence of the westward extent of the Agulhas Current on the magnitude of Agulhas leakage has been investigated by releasing floats in the high-resolution two-way
nested AG01 numerical ocean model. A relation has been
www.ocean-sci.net/5/511/2009/
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of the two data sets are similar, but the low φw tail in the model data
is much more westward than for the altimetry data. This explains
the relatively low variability in AVISO
EAL compared to the vari31
ability in AG01 data (Fig. 11). The wider distribution, especially on
the low φw tail, of the model data is also related to the larger rings
that are shed in the model (compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 10).

found between speed of current retreat and the size of the
shed ring, which supports the loop occlusion mechanism of
ring shedding (Ou and De Ruijter, 1986; Lutjeharms and
Van Ballegooyen, 1988; Feron et al., 1992). Moreover, a
correlation (R = −0.48, which is significant at the 90% confidence level) between the 95 day binned Agulhas Current
retroflection front location and the 95 day binned magnitude
of Agulhas leakage has been found. This correlation implies
that a more westward Agulhas Current retroflection leads to
enhanced Agulhas leakage transports. A linear estimate for
the magnitude of Agulhas leakage can be constructed based
on the correlation for use when only sea surface height information is available.
The linear estimate EAL of Eq. (3) has a 15 Sv confidence
band around the best estimate. This means that application
of the estimate leads to an amount of Agulhas leakage which
is 90% certain in a 15 Sv range. Such a range is generally too
large to be useful, as is demonstrated in the application to the
AVISO data set (Fig. 11). The aptness of the linear estimate
to serve as an index to quantify variability in the amount of
Agulhas leakage is therefore limited.
In contrast, the linear relation between the westward extent of the Agulhas Current retroflection and the magnitude
of Agulhas leakage is significant. This study might therefore
be of more use in increasing the understanding of the Agulhas system dynamics than in providing a way to estimate the
magnitude of Agulhas leakage. Nevertheless, the robustness
of the linear relation might mean that the confidence band
can be reduced by increasing the size of the data sets. In the
future it might be possible to construct a usable index based
on the westward extent of the Agulhas Current retroflection.
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A fundamental assumption in the linear relation between
8w and TAL is that, by monitoring the Agulhas Current location, we can make a good assessment of the total magnitude
of Agulhas leakage, which includes small-scale features such
as filaments (Lutjeharms and Cooper, 1996; Treguier et al.,
2003; Doglioli et al., 2006). While these features are not
captured in the front movement, they are sampled by the numerical floats. Therefore, the relation found for estimating
the magnitude of Agulhas leakage accounts for all leakage,
including that of small-scale filaments.
The transport estimate in the AVISO data set in only
slightly lower than estimated from direct observations and
the 2001 early retroflection is unambiguously captured by
the altimeter data. However, the validity of these results is
limited as the relation between Agulhas Current location and
the magnitude of Agulhas leakage is derived from model data
only, and no verification with in situ observation has been
done. The ultimate relation should come from an absolute
estimate of the magnitude of Agulhas leakage from observational programs, where interocean fluxes are directly measured.
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